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After months of  social networking for
the magazine, we all kept talking about
the importance of  this and why we need
to focus on moving forward. That made
me think about a story involving buying
likes, fans, etc. and why this is such a
mistake. In order to prove my point to
everyone in the group and the reader, I
decided to pay to make a statement to
the world of  social advertisers.

I started this plan by searching the
companies who offer these services and
checked their backgrounds. After checking
all these companies out, I decided to go
with the ones that offered the most value.
I warned the companies about using their
services and writing reviews on the good
and the bad. They agreed and replied
saying thanks for your business. 

Next was the waiting, which was not
long at all. Within 48 hours, I had gained
500 Facebook fans and 10,000 Twitter
followers. OK! Now comes the real story
behind this smoking mirror and the...

We started to see our entire analytics
move up very quickly and so did our Twitter
for about one week and then it became
very calm and the insights started to fall
day by day. The fans were hiding us and
the followers were not engaging either.
It was as if  we had bought some numbers
that would end up causing our true numbers
to decrease. 

Now after two months of  working
with these companies, I contacted them
to find out that all companies involved
had already moved onto another business.
No need to wonder how to find these
companies... Buy Like type sites means
buying smoking mirrors...

Facebook is now joining in to correct
these issues... Let’s see if  they are serious
about this or just trying to gain back some
of  the money lost since going public...

OK, I know we have been off  the
social grid for the past couple of  weeks,
but it’s hard to be everywhere without...
Still waiting on Facebook and no sign of
them doing what they said... 

Are you an artists that’s not getting press
coverage? If  so, it’s your own fault! In
today’s world you have to push the envelope
yourself. There are at least one billion plus
artists in the world and it’s your job to make
sure the press sees you. The media is under
staffed and the passion is gone because of  a
bad economy/attitude... That’s not the case
at 3dotmag.com. We are still passionate
about the past, present and the future of...
Everyone does not get press coverage right
away and this is why you must push and
shove yourself  into the face of  groups like
ours and larger and smaller and... We
started off  this issue with A New Perspec-
tive: Van’s Warped Tour 2012 through the
lens of  Scott Smallin. Then we traveled to
Raleigh and Wilmington, NC to talk with
some of  the boys of  Metal... Corrosion of
Conformity and Prong do their thing at
the Soapbox... Make sure not to miss the
Interviews with Reed Mullin of  COC,
Tommy Victor of  Prong, Gollum, SOL
and Predeccessor. Next was Michael
Wood’s review of  the B-52’s at the House
of  Blues, 311 and Slightly Stoopid on
Unity Tour 2012, A Day at Hopscotch
2012, the Tyler Boone Interview, Pierce
The Veil Review, Lamb of  God Tour,
Q&A with Darren Darnborough of  True
Blood, Chris Van Dahl Inerview, Chef
Silvena Rowe Q&A, Artiquette 101 and
much, much, more inside... Make sure to
click on the videos in the magazine if  you
want to see the true visual and audio... 

Thanks to all and... 
Donald Perry
Publisher

THE ART OF BUYING
SOCIAL POWER...

.........         
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010 The Art Opening...
ARTIQUETTE 101 - When you find yourself  at a loss
for words, it’s important for you to understand that it’s
OK to say nothing. In fact, it is indeed preferable at
times. Some people seem to think that they must find a
famous artist to compare the artist’s...

028 Prong and Tommy Victor...
After being a part of  several self-destructing bands,
Tommy Victor decided to get a steady gig as the
soundman at the legendary punk mecca, CBGB’s.
He met doorman John Kirkland on the job, and he
convinced a reluctant Tommy to return to... VIDEO!

070 Steven Tyler of Aerosmith or
Chris Van Dahl of L.A. Guns...
After several years on a 500-acre spread, literally living
in the woods cracking carrots and feeding deer out of
his back window, he decided it was time to give the
music industry another go... VIDEO!

083 Pierce the Veil Pauses...
What began as two brothers playing loud music in
San Diego basements, Pierce the Veil (P.T.V.) has since
progressed into one of  the most celebrated American
experiemental rock music acts to date. The quartet is
led by singer/guitarist/keyboardist Vic Fuentes, ac-
companied by drummer Mike Fuentes, bassist Jamie
Oreciado, and Tony Perry on lead guitar... VIDEO!

086 Bad Boyz or Predecessor...
The Cape Fear area bad boys of  Predecessor have
been through some lineup changes and the current
incarnation is geared-up to take on the metal world.
The powerful vocals of  Kyle Watts, accompanied by
Zach Rogers and Josh Snow on guitars, Chris Wood
on bass, and McKenzie Bell pounding the... VIDEO!
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032 Top Chef?
Silvena Rowe is Britain’s top
female  chef. Not only has she
successfully opened The May
Fair Hotel’s critically acclaimed
restaurant Quince, she is the
author of  six best-selling cook-
ery books and...

022 Composer... 
British composer Paul Englishby
is no stranger to winning awards
or working alongside all-star
casts. Oscar nominated screen-
writer David Hare’s masterpiece
“Page Eight,” has already been
nominated for a British Academy
of  Film and Television Arts
(BAFTA) award and a Golden
Globe...

076 Tyler Boone
When I write music, a guitar
lick or a lyric, it’s usually spon-
taneous but when something
grabs me and gets my full
attention, it’s something
completely different... 

014 A Day at
Hopscotch 2012
I think the hipster gods in the
sky had decided that I was not
worthy of  seeing North Car-
olina’s biggest indie rock event
of  the year, Hopscotch... 

034 Van’s Warped
Tour 2012 Review
Anticipation builds as a motley
assortment of  fans begin lining
up outside Charlotte’s Verizon
Wireless Amphitheater...  

080 Lamb of God
After a successful reunion with
singer Randy Blythe at  the two
Knotfest shows in mid-August,
Lamb of  God has announced
a 38-date fall U.S. tour starting
October 30 in...

012 What’s Next
for Darnborough?
Ten years ago, Darren Darn-
borough was a jobbing actor in
London with bit parts in “The
Bill,” and short runs in plays.
He was acting, but still needed
an income, so he started...

016 Unity Tour
Named after 311’s independently
released album, Unity (1991),
the tour has included artists
such as Ziggy Marley, Snoop
Dog, The Offspring and Pepper
to name a few...

028 Tommy Victor 024 COC TOUR...066 Who...B-52’s
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ANGELA NICHOLAS
A native of  beautiful
Western North Carolina,
Angela Nicholas is now
a South Carolina-
based freelancer who

spent close to 20 years in the newspaper
business, both as a writer and editor.
Additionally, she has  written for several
local and national magazines. Today
she focuses most of  her talent on Internet
publications. A resident of  Murrells
Inlet, she enjoys writing travel pieces
about the Grand Strand and around
the Southeast. Previously Chief  Executive
of  the local Red Cross Chapter, she
remains active as a volunteer and
Program Manager of  the Chapter’s
Red Cross R escue Racers, the official 
charity training team for the Myrtle
Beach Marathon. 

  SCOTT SMALLIN
Scott Smallin started
out photographing
bands and sleeping on
the floor of  dirty vans
all over the U.S in

2002. Within a year,  he was shooting
for his   favorite record labels and
being published in national magazines
such as Alternative Press and Spin. In
2006, keeping his love for rock’ n’ roll,
Scott tried his hand at Commercial
Photography. This was a bit slower pace
and seemed to be almost therapeutic
for him. It was at this time that Scott
really started fine-tuning his skills and
taking  what was once a hobby and
turning it into a career. Since then Scott
has shot countless covers, editorial and
advertisements for home and lifestyle
magazines, culinary magazines and 
alternative weeklies. 

CHELSEA RUTLEDGE
I’m Chelsea. I like 
cats (especially mine,
George Michael), stuff
that glows in the dark,
concerts, Lord of  the

Rings, music on vinyl, and, creative
writing. Comfortable on both sides of
the camera lens, sometimes I model
and take pictures, too. A step outside
your stereotype, I pride myself  upon
my wit above physical  endowment. 
At 20, I’ve seen my share of  cities, with
moves outside NY, DC, and Charlotte.
Currently I am a junior at the University
of  North Carolina at Wilmington
where I am studying creative writing
and journalism. “A high-powered
mutant of  some kind never even
considered for mass production. Too
weird to live, and too rare to die.”

ROB GRISSOM
Rob Grissom has been
attending concerts ever
since his first visit to
The North Carolina
Symphony in elemen-

tary school. His musical tastes have
evolved over the years... now he is a life-
long rock ‘n’ roller. Rob’s writing invites
the reader to  explore all musical genres
and the vast catalogs of  music provided
by some spectacular artists. The music
gives him an escape from the rigors of
life, if  only for a few minutes. He invites
readers to let him know about their
favorite musicians, maybe they can be
featured in 3DotMag.com, or just
widen his musical horizons. Let him
know if  you  have any issues you
would like to have featured. 

DANIEL NUTLEY
For the past 15 years
of  his professional
career, Daniel Nutley
has worked in newsprint
pre-press production.

He dropped out of  a degree in computer
science and decided to go straight to
work. He witnessed the transition from
paste-up and waxers to today’s process
where you never leave the computer. He
goes to work and sits behind a computer;
then he comes home and sits behind a
computer. Mundane as it sounds, he
wouldn’t have it any other way. Still
waiting for the day he can physically plug
himself  into the machine, he is content
for now with his keyboard and mouse.

MICHAEL WOOD
Michael Wood from
Carrboro, N.C. (for-
merly of  Myrtle Beach,
South Carolina), is a
freelance writer, a

concert promoter, a musician, and a
beer and wine specialist at a health
food store. In other words, he is a busy
guy.  In 1999, Wood opened a record
store-music venue-recording studio
where he hosted shows by bands like
Dashboard Confessional, The Ataris,
The Locust, The Slackers, and many
more. After the closing of  his venue,
The Lazy I, he became an independent
promoter, working with such bands 
as Gym Class Heroes, L.A. Guns,
Hawthorne Heights, The Queers, and
others. He also opened up a bar called
The Basement in 2008. Aside from 
promoting shows, he managed to tour with
his band, Something About Vampires
and Sluts. He also worked as a freelance
writer for Ghettoblaster Magazine.  
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o, you are going to a reception for an artist or artists to cele-
brate the opening of  their exhibit. Are there rules? No, but
as an artist and former gallery owner I have developed some

worthwhile concepts. These may be obvious to some and helpful
to others.

Have you ever felt awkward at an art opening, as if  you are
the only one who isn’t in on some mysterious secret? Guess what,
the other people milling about are often feeling the same way.
The secret is this, there is no secret.

When you find yourself  at a loss for words, it’s important for
you to understand that it’s OK to say nothing. In fact, it is indeed
preferable at times. Some people seem to think that they must
find a famous artist to compare the artist’s work with and say,
“Wow, this reminds me of…” Try to resist that impulse. With a
minimal amount of  encouragement, most artists are happy to
tell you about their work or what inspires them. Here’s a novel
thought, if  you like their work consider purchasing something.

Just coming for the free food and booze? So be it, have fun
and keep an open mind, you may just end up with a great piece
of  original art! It is often more reasonable than one might expect
and usually goes up in value over time.

If  you, too, are an artist, make an effort not to blurt that fact
out immediately. You could wait until some time has passed or —
here’s a tough one — wait for someone to ask. The most important
reality is that this show is not about you. And, yes there is one
thing I highly recommend that other artists refrain from doing.
Above all, do not bring your portfolio and start showing it
around. That includes a subtle attempt at showing it to just the
gallery owner or even saying you have it right outside in your car
thereby putting them on the spot. 

Bear in mind that the gallery owner has invested time, energy
and money for advertising and refreshments in order to have a
successful event for the artist. Networking is one thing but intruding
on another artist’s day is quite another. Consider how you would
feel were you the featured artist.

Remember this is an important day for an artist and one they
may have been working toward for years. This is an opportunity
for them to be recognized and maybe even appreciated. Who
knows, they may even sell some art!

WRITER | Sharon Willick                                  ARTIQUETTE 101

OPENING

END
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arnborough achieved ambitions by
helping others on the path to theirs.

Ten years ago, Darren Darnborough
was a jobbing actor in London with bit parts
in “The Bill,” and short runs in plays. He
was acting, but still needed an income, so he
started working in the promotion industry.
This work fit perfectly with his auditioning
schedule, was good money and used the
same skillset he had from acting. He often
preached to his friends the benefits of  this
lifestyle, so they could also keep their dreams
in sight. After seeing a few talented friends
drop out of  their dream career as a performer,
he met fellow entrepreneur Charlie Costello
(while he was doing promotion work to support
furniture design) and the pair formed. This
enabled them and hundreds of  others to
pursue their dream careers by giving them
access to flexible, well-paid work opportunities
on their schedule (which taught self-employed
Charlie and Darren the important skill of
marketing). Did it work? Over 10 years the
company has grown to a database of  70,000
members across five countries, informing
actors, models and entertainers of  hundreds
of  jobs daily. Darren now resides in Holly-
wood, acting on TV for Brett Ratner and
Karyn Usher (from “Prison Break”), on shows
including HBO’s “True Blood,” and writing
and producing with Sundance award winners.
Did promotion work help him? Definitely --
the schedule and finances enabled him to
pursue his dream. He met some great people
in the industry that he is working with now.
And, an added benefit is that he has been
able to help others along the way. 

Q&A With ‘True Blood’s’ 
Darren Darnborough

Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be an actor? Answer: I’ve always
been interested in performing. At a young
age, I went to dance school. Then through
secondary school (high school) I was in all
the musicals and plays, etc., and also was in
pantomime (a British Christmas tradition)
throughout those years. But I think the
moment I knew that’s what I wanted to do,
was when my head teacher arranged for my
friend and I to be extras in the set of  a gov-
ernment film. The lead actor who was our
age had his own TV show. We became
friends and that’s the moment I realized that

it was a real, tangible and plausible career
and employment. He introduced us to his
agent, and it went from there…

Q: What was your first paid acting gig with
details? A: My first paid acting job was a Dr.
Pepper commercial, which I filmed at Bray
Studios (where they filmed Hammer House
of  Horrors) in the UK and was directed by
Marek Losey. I was 16. It co-starred Iddo
Goldberg (very good actor, still very active),
a sexy nurse, and a crazy doctor. We played
Russian roulette with a shaken can of  Dr.
Pepper. I got picked up in a nice town car,
and had lunch with Robson Greene. It was
a very fun experience, and it was the second
professional audition I’d done. I remember
thinking, wow, if  I can keep up this hit ratio,
one out of  two, I’ll be flying! Sad reality was
it was quite a few auditions more before my
next job. Ha ha ha!

Q: What or who inspires you to act? 
A: Damn great movies, damn great actors,
the excitement of  uncertainty, the allure 
of  the excitement, the lack of  routine, and
the lifestyle and intrigue that the desired 
success will afford.

Q: How do you help others reach their
dreams and why? Everyone thinks it’s all
about the money and sometimes it is, but
please explain in more detail. Our readers
are new and ready to soak in the knowledge.
It’s like we are teaching people to respect the
artist inside and out... A: I always try, and
hope I succeed in helping others to reach
their dreams. This can be in simple ways, like
talking a friend through a bad time, or keep-
ing them motivated, by encouraging them to
see the positive and focus. It can be in direct
ways, such as using my resources, ideas and
leverage to support charities and businesses
that help drive goals, such as my favorites
Hollywood Arts, Virgin Unite and for which
I serve on the committees. It can be creating
opportunities for people to create and be
employed, such as producing film and TV
content like we are doing with Andy & Chaz
Bugger Off  To America (a web series and
now developing to a feature film). Or, it can
be by changing or contributing to an entire
industry, which is what we did with our
company , which is one of  my proudest
achievements. In 2002, my business partner

Charlie Costello and I met doing promotion
marketing work, which I did inbetween acting
jobs, and he did inbetween furniture design.
We found that it was a very secretive industry
and something that there was not a wealth of
information about. This made it fruitful for a
select few, but hindered the industry as a
whole, as the opportunities were not being
maximized, which in turn technically made it
plateaued for the select few, too. We put the
whole industry online through -- the world’s
first online resource for promotions, field
marketing and brand experience, allowing
people to connect in the industry, get oppor-
tunities and facilitate brands to find agencies,
agencies to find staff  and staff  to find jobs.
How this has helped people reach their
dreams is evident. The staff  that do this as a
career now have a fantastic resource at their
fingertips to excel. The staff  that do this to
support their other dream career can get work
and income with more ease and efficiency.
New brands have unrivaled access to field
marketing resources, and agency businesses
can grow from those leads, and an established
resource to help them.

Q: Who is your favorite actor of  all-time?
A: That’s such a hard question, there are so
many and I like them all for different reasons,
and in different roles. But standouts are
Oldman, Hopkins, Spacey, early Nic Cage,
Charlize Theron in Monster, Jodie Foster...
It’s such a difficult question. Recent favorites
have to be most of  the cast of  Breaking Bad,
and Guy Pearce just created my new favorite
villain in Lawless.

Q: What are your personal thoughts about
vampires? A: Not as fun as zombies.

Q: Where do you see your acting career
taking you to next? A: Producing and writing.
I’ve always loved the process since doing a
degree in film, and I hope to be doing much
more of  that. I’m currently co-producing the
film version of (and acting in it); developing
the movie version of (which I star in as Chaz)
and writing a feature film with award-winner
Timothy Linh Bui, which I am really enjoy-
ing... (And yes, I’ve written a role in for me.)
So being able to act in some projects and be
behind the scenes of  others is what will drive
my passion forward. END
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think the hipster gods in the sky had decided that I
was not worthy of  seeing North Carolina’s biggest
indie rock event of  the year, Hopscotch. Hop-

scotch is a three-day event with tons of  bands, and is
run similar to SXSW. The Roots, Jesus and Mary
Chain, and Built to Spill headlined this year’s event.
The first day included no headliners, but a ton of
smaller and upcoming bands. My plan was to go to
all three days, and so I hopped in my car (Raleigh
is only a 30-minute drive from where I live) and
headed that way. Ten minutes into my drive, it
started to rain. So, I went to turn on my windshield
wipers, and nothing happened. They were broken.
Well, I was ready to eat anyway so I pulled over and
found shelter and food at Panera Bread. After some
yummy mac ‘n’ cheese and a beverage, I was ready
to continue my trip, but the hipster gods were not.
Since my windshield wipers were broken, I had to
wait out the storm, which ended up lasting five
hours. By the time the rain slowed down I had a bad
feeling, but was determined to get there. I headed
that way, and the whole way, my car was acting like
the little engine that could, grunting and grumbling.
But, it made it. I found a parking spot with no
problem, and was off  to get my indie rock on.

My first stop of  the evening was Kings, where
Llilac Shadows would be playing. When I arrived
there were not many people there, but the place
filled quickly as the band hit the stage. I was sur-
prised to hear that this band was from Chapel Hill,
as I’d never heard of  them. However, they had a
professionalism about them that would make one
think they’d been around for quite some time. They
played well-rounded dream pop. One guitarist, who
happened to look like a thinner version of  Farva
from Super Troopers, played shoegazey and noisy
while the other played pop melodies. Their key-
boardist played the occasional solo, but mostly
added accents to their lush sound. While remaining
on the poppy side, somewhere between The Ocean
Blue and The Smiths, they did delve into a number
of  heavy breakdowns, and with the way the singer’s
gentle voice accompanied the heavy sound, it re-
minded me of  Mew. They had lights and back-
ground visuals that went really well with their music,
and definitely added to their performance.

The next stop was CAM. It’s a rather large art
space, and they don’t usually do shows, except for
special events like Hopscotch. There was a huge wall

filled up with t-shirts: ironic slogan shirts and every
indie rock band shirt you can think of. It was an art
piece called “A Hipster Exploded.” After chuckling
at the art piece, I grabbed a beer and found a spot
right in front of  the stage. I was rather excited to see
Holograms from Sweden. I’d heard a few songs
online, which I enjoyed. They seemed to be in a
very dark wave/post punk vain, sounding like Joy
Division but with more reverb, effects, and quirky
keyboards. When I saw four young guys no older
than 21 decked out in punk rock gear get on stage,
I was very surprised. The bassist came up to the mic,
screamed “en två tre fyra” (Swedish for “one, two,
three, four”) and they pounced into their first song.
While they still had elements of  the dark wave,
moody vibe I had detected on record, live they were
gritty, loud, and snotty. They had the crowd very
worked up and there was a mosh pit throughout the
whole set. I was very surprised, but also impressed.

I intended to see Liars, but by this time, it was
already getting late, and up next at CAM was Thee
Oh Sees, which I had heard great things about. So,
rather than downing my beer as fast as I could and
walking around Raleigh with a map, I decided to
stay at CAM. I was a little thrown off  to see a skin-
head in Doc Martens and suspenders tuning up a
guitar, and then seeing that his guitar was rigged up
as a bass. Then the guitarist, with messy long hair
and wearing cut-off  jeans and looking nothing like
the skinhead, straps on his guitar, almost all the way
up to his neck. Moreover, the drummer, who looks
just like Bill Hader from SNL, sets up his kit at the
front of  the stage. Then I knew this was a band of
misfits with a special something worth seeing. As
soon as Thee Oh Sees started, beer was being
thrown everywhere, from the pit that had started.
Already soaked with beer and sweat, and it is only
their first song! They continued to play a high-energy
set of  punked up tunes, but with heavy reverb, psy-
chedelic undertones, and garage rock-ish organ. They
were a great way to end the first night of  Hopscotch.

I was disappointed the next day, however, when the
hipster gods in the sky decided to continue pouring
rain upon my windshield wiper-less car (I tried that
Rain-X® stuff, it did not work), and my car continued
to grunt like a grumpy old man, begging me not to
take him into hipsterville. So for me, Hopscotch
ended on Day One. 

HOPSCOTCH
DAY ONE RALEIGH, N.C.

WRITER | Michael Wood

END
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hat makes for a memorable
summer? I remember as a

teenager it was more impres-
sive to say you were at that summer’s
headliner show an hour up the road
than if  you had spent your entire
summer in Europe. 

This year was memorable… I
might be a bit old to be bragging
to my schoolmates on what I did
last summer, but I feel no different.

I went… I saw… I enjoyed…
Unity Tour 2012.

Named after 311’s independ-
ently released album, Unity (1991),
the tour has included artists such
as Ziggy Marley, Snoop Dog, The
Offspring and Pepper to name a few. 

For this summer’s tour, which
spanned 40 amphitheaters across
America, 311 teamed up with
Slightly Stoopid and featured special
guests The Aggrolites and SOJA
(Soldiers of  Jah Army).

Now unfortunately for me, the venue I
was covering didn’t feature SOJA and to
be honest I had never listened to them
before, so I felt obligated to look them up,
close my eyes and open my ears.

This is what I love about opening acts
and still scratch my head why people sit
in the parking lot just cause they haven’t
listened to the band before… maybe the

$8 beers have something to do with it.
To this day I may have never known
the awesomeness of  Rusted Root had I
not heard them as an opener for Jewel
back in the 90‘s. Yes, I know how that
sounds and I’ll be the first to admit to
my questionable taste in music. I’ll

pump a Rage Against the Machine
album, follow it with George Michael
and wash it down with some Zappa. 

That being said, when I found out
about this year’s Unity Tour I spent a
night on YouTube and ultimately found
myself  in the checkout line at the iTunes
store with some SOJA in the cart. If  you
had to categorize their sound I guess you

could go with dread-head reggae, but at
the same time that’s like saying Warhol
was famous for his poetry. 

Reggae… I hate putting bands into
genres but that’s the common denomi-
nator for this year’s Unity Tour. If  SOJA
is reggae roaming an island on a bicycle

then The Aggrolites is reggae cruising
a west coast strip in a lowrider. 

… and when I say lowrider I
don’t mean some thug’s pimped out
purple hydraulic hopper. I’m talking
about riding a classic that has style
and soul with just the right amount
of  a modern touch. 

They coined it “Dirty Reggae.”
And that’s how the show opened.

A bunch of  west coast boys dressed
in black, Corona beers strategically
placed on the tops of  amps and
stage speakers, and probably three-
fourths of  the sold out ticket holders
still sitting in the parking lot… They
don’t know what they missed! 
I still can’t tell you why, but after

watching them, I felt I might need to
revive my bandana wearing phase. I’d
be lying if  you asked me about their
keyboard player and I said I didn’t notice
the wood grain on his instrument.

Then to the stage came the Stoopid
crew. Veteraned by childhood friends
Miles Doughty and Kyle McDonald

WRITER | Daniel Nutley
PHOTOGRAPHY | Amber Nutley

UNITY
TOUR 2012

http://youtu.be/FSYWbrmM3mg
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you can hear the sounds of  Cali thick
through every set. Over the years, they
have filled out their ranks with the addition
of  conga, trumpet and sax players. 

Before the show I got a little time in back
stage with drummer Ryan Moran. “We love
touring… we tour year-round regardless if
we have a new record out or not.”

  Moran went on to fill me in on some of
their international stops over the past year
including Japan, Australia and Brazil.
When I asked if  they had time to get into
the water while in Australia he cracked a
big grin and answered, “Oh yeah, we
were surfing like every day.”

On the subject of  tour bus life I was
told the Xbox helps out with Modern
Warfare and FIFA Soccer getting the most
playtime. As far as food on the road goes
luckily, these boys don’t do McDonald’s
and Hot Pockets.

“It’s hard to eat really well, fortunately
for us 311 has a really great catering
company that they bring out, so we’ve
been getting three squares a day. When
the show is winding down we fire up the
grill and eat some late night snacks.”

And the food really was as good as
Moran said. After the interview while
walking through the back lot by the
tour buses, my photographer and I were
approached by a tattooed man in a black
shirt, obviously part of  the crew, offering
up that night’s menu of  tacos, burritos

and fajitas. Maybe he mistook me for a
roadie with my black t-shirt and the looks
of  a long lost love child from a ZZ Top
concert or maybe he noticed my cute
photographer. Either way, I need to make
a note to not stop at Wendy’s on the way
to the show next time.

Back on stage, Stoopid gave the crowd
a taste of  the new, and at the time unre-
leased, album, Top of  the World, and it
was well received. I was impressed with
Doughty and McDonald. When you read
liner notes in a CD and see a band member
listed with more than one instrument, you
think, well maybe on one or two songs
they would use their secondary instrument.
Not these guys. It seemed every song they
passed the guitar and bass back and forth
as if  they were playing hot potato. Speaking
of  passing, the pit showed Kyle some love
with a little bit of  mid-show refreshment.

With the sun going down, the California
crew wrapped up their set and within
minutes the stage seemed to double in
size. There wasn’t an empty seat in sight
and even the people with lawn passes
looked to be packed in like sardines.

Though 311 has been recording since
the late 1980s the band got its real boost
in 1995 when its self-titled album went
triple-platinum and hit No. 12 on the
Billboard 200. Being a group that sells
millions of  albums, they have definitely
cracked the code on staying a long-term

musical success.
From a crowd stand point, 311 came in

like a bolt of  lightning with thunder that
boomed just as quick. This group put out
so much pure energy that I’m convinced
if  scientists could figure out how to tap
into it we’d no longer be pumping oil.

More importantly I’m curious as to
what they put in SA Martinez’s burritos
that night… I’m guessing jumping beans
because he seemed to be two feet off  the
ground for most of  the show.

It was a great set list opening with
“Jackpot” and “Sunset In July” but when
they started pulling out tracks like “All
Mixed Up” and then wrapped the show
with “Down,” the crowds went nuts. 

For a band that’s over 20 years old,
from what I saw that night I feel very
confident in saying that if  in 20 more
years they are still playing, people will
still be lining up for tickets.

So for the most part that’s how this
year’s Unity Tour turned out for me. All
I can say is if  you like a band and their
sound then support them. Even though
I was provided with Slightly Stoopid’s
album for review before it was released,
that didn’t mean I wasn’t also in the store
the day it dropped to show the band my
support and buy a copy. Without artists
to make music what else would we have
left to live for? END
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Q&A with British Composer 
Paul Englishby

Question: When did you first know you
wanted to be a composer? Answer: I was
about 11 when I started writing music.
I remember listening over and over to
Beethoven’s 6th symphony and writing a
very juvenile piece that had tunes alarm-
ingly close to Ludwig’s. I went on to write
music for the school band and choir and
friends that played instruments.

Q: What was your first paid composer
position? A: When I was at college, I won
a commission from the BBC for their

SOUND ON FILM series, which teamed
composers up with directors to make half
hour music films. Not only was I paid an
unimaginable amount for a poor student,
but I got to conduct a full orchestra at
Abbey Road Studios. Wow, this is it from
now I thought, but in reality, it was a long
time before that happened again.

Q: What or who inspired you to be a   com-
poser? A: My parents were always massively
encouraging, taking me to piano lessons,
band practice, concerts, broadening my mu-
sical taste, and putting up with the noise. I
had a fantastic music teacher at my school
called Tony Evans who encouraged me in

all musical endeavors. He was responsible
for me getting into jazz, composing, playing
the bass, and got me out of  double maths
on some musical pretext on many occasions.

Q: Who is your favorite composer of  all-time
and why? A: At the moment it’s Benjamin
Britten. There is a very original expressive
voice there, always economical with material
but for me emotionally devastating even in
simple folk song settings, and a fantastic
orchestrator. He was also adamant that
music had a practical purpose and wrote
much music for children and amateurs.

Q: Do you use technology in your position
and details? A: Yes, I use a sequencer on a
Mac. This software enables one to create
mock ups of  music cues so that collaborators
can hear demo versions of  what you have
in mind. I often record some of  my scores
or parts of  scores at home in my studio, too.

Q: What are your personal thoughts about
the art of  composing for film? A: Personally,
I feel that the music in film should make
sense as music and have its own integrity,
as well as serving the picture. There should
also be good reason for it to be there in the
first place. The are many ways to score a
scene, and it doesn’t matter, per se, which
method is employed, as long as it’s achieved
with confidence and the collaborators all
have the same intention.

Q: What is the craziest project you ever
worked on? A: I ended up acting in a scene
in the film “Confetti” that I wrote the music
for. Director Debbie Isitt makes wonderful
improvised comedy and decided one day
that I should have a scene with the stars
Martin Freeman and Jessica Hynes round
the piano on camera. I was like a rabbit in
headlights sucking its stomach in.

Q: Where do you see your career taking
you to next? A: I hope to carry on making
music for the rest of  my life. I love working
in the mix of  film, TV and theatre, concert
music, jazz and dance music that I’m lucky
enough to have done.

British composer Paul Englishby is no
stranger to winning awards or working
alongside all-star casts. Oscar nominated
screenwriter David Hare’s masterpiece “Page
Eight,” has already been nominated for
a British Academy of  Film and Television
Arts (BAFTA) award and a Golden Globe.
Thanks to Englishby’s amazing craftsman-
ship, the film can also add nominations for
the prestigious Ivor Novello award for Best
TV Soundtrack and the highly desired
Primetime Emmy Awards nomination
for Outstanding Original Main Title
Theme Music.

At an early age Englishby began to
compose, his dedication and passion for
music led him to attend the Royal Academy
of  Music and go on to write highly acclaimed
scores for film, television, theatre, dance,
and the concert hall. His film scores include
the Oscar nominated “An Education” directed
by Lone Sherfig and starring Carey Mulligan,
“Miss Pettigrew Lives for  a Day,” directed by
Bharat Nalluri and starring Amy Adams, the
Peep Show team’s Magicians, Brit flick
“Confetti,” starring Martin Freeman and
Jessica Hynes, “Ten Minutes Older,”
which featured contributions by directors

Jean-Luc Goddard, Mike Figgis, Spike Lee,
Werner Herzog and Jim Jarmusch. “Page
Eight” stars Bill Nighy, Rachel Weisz and
Ralph Fiennes. This British political drama
is David Hare’s first work as a director
since “Strapless” in 1989.

Notable TV credits include the hugely
popular series “Luther” starring Idris Elba,
“Hamlet,” a location-set feature version of
the Royal Shakespeare Company’s acclaimed
production starring David Tennant and “An
Englishman in New York,” starring  John Hurt.

Not only has this gifted artist created
scores for Oscar nominated films, along
the way, he taught Hugh Grant to play the
guitar and Nicholas Cage to play the piano,
coached his singing and taught him to con-
duct. With a career that many only dream
of, Paul Englishby remains humble and en-
joys working in a field that he loves. It won’t
be long before the world will find out if  this
down to earth Englishman will gain another
title to his array of  accolades as an Emmy
Award Winning Composer for his breathtaking
score for “Page Eight.” 

Written by Karina Lidia

AWARD  WINN ING BR I T I SH  COMPOSER  

PAUL ENGLISHBY 
2012 EMMY WINNER FOR
DAVID HARE’S ‘PAGE EIGHT’

END
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he three-piece hardcore, metal, thrash, punk,  
sludge band from Raleigh, North Carolina  
has once again raised the proverbial bar for its

younger competition. After 30 years of  stone
cold heavy-hitting tracks, Corrosion of  Conformity
(COC) can spar toe-to-toe with any group half
its age and remain the undisputed champions of
the game. The band has consistently produced
head banging tracks for its die-hard fans and has
seemingly never disappointed them, with or
without Pepper Keenan, currently a member
of  the Phil Anselmo-led band, Down. The line-
up has evolved over the years but the band has
returned to its founding roots with the classic
trio of  axeman Woody Weatherman, master
of  the “Z minor sharp,” and the white-knuckle,
tight combo of  Mike Dean on bass and vox and
Reed Mullin still pounding the skins like a madman.

WRITER | Rob Grissom
PHOTOGRAPHY | Scott Smallin
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Corrosion of  Conformity released on
February 28, 2012, the band’s eighth studio
compilation is without a doubt, harder and
doomier than ever. COC has reunited with
long time masterful producer John Custer
and inked a deal with Candlelight Records.
The new release is overflowing with tunes
of  metal perfection recorded at Dave
Grohl’s Studio 606 in Los Angeles. From
the first sonically charged tune “Psychic
Vampire” and the powerfully Sabbath-like
instrumental “El Lamento de las Cabras”
to the final cut “The Same Way” (track
from the vinyl edition only), this is a work
for any era COC fans to meticulously savor.
These talent laden southern metal masters
are the iron men of  a genre in which most
bands sustain a rather short longevity. The
overdue return to their unmistakable hard-
core sludgery, riff  filled sound should prove
to be the renaissance they have patiently
awaited and rightfully deserve. 

Some misguided critics tirelessly compare
this line up to the previous group including
front man Pepper Keenan. It is crystal clear
these two are completely separate entities,
both superb in their own right. As each era
of  COC has its own definitive sound and
song structure. The founding group of
today is on an uncompromising path to
creating its own sound; reminiscent of  the
past “Animosity” and “Technocracy” era,

but not entirely the same. These masters of
southern sludge have taken their work to
another level of  structured and melodic
tunes… a more seasoned and mature sound
than they have ever shown. As veteran
producer John Custer said, “they operate
as a single organism,” not three separate
individuals. Maybe someday soon, Pepper

will be reunited with these guys and they can
share their entire catalog of  unmitigated
thrashy metal with all of  us. Corrosion of
Conformity will have one helluva tour to un-
selfishly provide all masses of  dedicated fans
the tunes they love performed to perfection.
Maybe even an all-star super group of  all
past members Benji Shelton, Erick Eycke,
Karl Agell, Phil Swisher, Jimmy Bower,
and many others that have served their
time and diligently left their mark on their
respective eras. We can all dream, can’t we? 

The new self-titled release is undoubtedly
one to showcase in your rotation for years
to come. They have seemingly pulled from
all of  their past work and compiled a collection
that will prove to be as timeless as their
1984 initial offering “Eye for an Eye” released
on drummer Reed Mullin’s No Core label.
Over the years, they have shared the stage
with legends Metallica, Iron Maiden,
Testament, Suicidal Tendencies, Black
Flag, and Soundgarden, just to name a few,
and now carve their own piece of  metal
history. Their lyrical messages of  political
dissidence and anti-establishment views are
sadly as relevant today as much  as they
were 30 years ago. Corrosion of  Conformity
positively has the determination and fortitude
to outlast any and all of  their so-called
competition. Keep it up COC!!! We will be
here, sore necks and all, anxiously awaiting
your next endeavor.  

GO ONLINE TO SEE INTERVIEW: ??????????????????????

END

http://youtu.be/X60LHFylgwY
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  fter being a part of  several self-destruc-
ting bands, Tommy Victor decided to

get a steady gig as the soundman at
the legendary punk mecca, CBGB’s. He
met doorman John Kirkland on the job,
and he convinced a reluctant Tommy to
return to the over-populated, cut-throat
underground New York hardcore scene
and start a band. The two young and eager
musicians recruited ex-Swans drummer Ted
Parsons in 1986 and Prong was incarnated
unto the New York underground.

  The trio independently released the EP
Primitive Origins with the short hardcore
punk tracks “Watching,” “Cling to Life,”
and “Dreams Like That,” all written by
Victor and Kirkland. With the enthusiasm
still on fire, they quickly released their first
full-length album, Force Fed, in 1988 and
Parsons was included in the writing process
for the first time. Showcasing the brilliant
tunes “Freezer Burn,” “Forgery,” and
“Third From the Sun,” Epic Records was
swift to acquire Prong to their label in
1989. Their inaugural major label release
in 1990, Beg to Differ, offered the crushing
tracks of  “For Dear Life,” “Steady De-
cline,” and the title track “Beg to Differ.”
Featuring unmistakable harmonies,
melodies, and complex timing changes the
album earned Prong much deserved MTV
airtime on the classic Headbanger’s Ball

WRITER | Rob Grissom
PHOTOGRAPHY | Scott Smallin

KINGS OF NEW YORK
UNDERGROUND HARDCORE 

VICTOR

http://youtu.be/XR2Df4R9HLw
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and long awaited critical acclaim.
Even with the success, Kirkland left

the band a year later and was replaced
by Troy Gregory from Wasted Youth
and Flotsam and Jetsam fame. Prong
introduced the Prove You Wrong album
with an experimental, industrial sound
in 1991 and witnessed the exit of  Gregory
and the addition of  Killing Joke’s bassist
Paul Raven and John Bechdel on the
skins from Murder, Inc. This line up
offered the band’s fifth major release,
Cleansing, in 1994, which is still their
most successful commercial release to
date. Cleansing provided the classics
“Broken Peace” and the head banging
metal anthem “Snap Your Fingers, Snap
Your Neck,” which are still performed
with fanatic approval today. The critics
finally commended this hardcore album
and granted the trio to tour as openers
for the hard-hitting metal icons Pantera
and Sepultura.

In 1996, Prong released the skull-
crushing album Rude Awakening and
entered the charts at No.74 with the
return of  master drummer Ted Parsons.
The title track, along with “Controller”
and “Face Value” showcased the band’s
immense talent, but with not enough
sales, the cronies at Epic Records
relinquished their obligations with the
band. This incarnation of  Prong was
disbanded shortly after the label left
the group “high-and-dry” and a new
chapter in Tommy Victor’s life was
about to commence as he joined
Danzig as a touring guitarist on-and-
off  for years and continues to be a
member of  the band today.

Tommy Victor reformed Prong in
2000 as a four-piece with Jake E. Lee’s
bassist Brian Perry, drummer Dan
Laudo, and guitarist Monte Pittman.
After recording the live album 100%
Live, the new Prong entered the studio
and released the anger-filled Scorpio
Rising in 2002 after a six year hiatus and
Victor’s voice bounded to a new level.
With the ferocious tracks “Detached,”
“Inner Truth,” and “Letter to a Friend,”
somehow, the critics failed to see Victor’s
brilliance, but Glenn Danzig never
doubted it at all. In 2004, Victor left his
mark on the Danzig album Circle of
Snakes as the guitarist and co-writer of
several of  the tunes. The dynamic duo

of  Victor and Raven also joined forces
with Al Jorgensen of  Ministry to write
and tour in support of  the 2006 release
Rio Grande Blood on Jorgensen’s 13th
Planet Records and received a Grammy
nomination for Best Metal Performance.
Jorgensen utilized the two in his 2007
offering, The Last Sucker, in a limited
capacity and less critical acclaim.

Prong eventually inked a deal with
Jorgensen’s recording label and released
the ageless metal classic Power of  the
Damager in 2007 with the high-octane
pure metal tracks “3rd Option,” the title
track “Power of  the Damager,” and the
seemingly autobiographical “The Ban-
ishment.” The band set out on a world-
wide tour with Monte Pittman back on
the guitar and Aaron Rossi on the drums.
This compilation set the tone for the
return of  Prong into the forefront of  the
hardcore music industry. 

In 2009, Tommy Victor recruited
bassist Tony Campos (Static-X) and
Alexi Rodriguez (3 Inches of  Blood,
Walls of  Jericho, Static-X) on the drums
and the present re-incarnated Prong was
again touring, opening for Soulfly and
Fear Factory. After the completion of  the
rigorous tour schedule, Prong entered
the studio and released Carved into
Stone on April 23, 2012 on the Long
Branch Records/SPV label. It has a
back-to-basics classic Prong sound with
the elusive high praise from the critics
Victor rightfully deserves. The blistering
tracks “Eternal Heat,” “Keep on Living
in Pain,” and “Revenge…Best Served
Cold,” serves as a reminder of  the endless
talent Victor possesses. The music industry
can never deny the importance of  his
influence on the thrash metal, hardcore
punk genre and this new release proves
that… without a doubt. He personifies
the term “rock star” to the fullest extent
possible, on and off  the stage and he
could care less about others opinions
of  his music. If  he did, he would have
certainly surrendered to the evils of  the
industry. Lucky for us, he kept relent-
lessly producing inspiring tunes and
stayed true to himself  and the hardcore
scene that he had a hand in creating…
and never sold out. He has definitely not
completed his purposeful musical journey
and surely has more up his sleeve.  END
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ilvena Rowe is Britain’s top female
chef. Not only has she successfully
opened The May Fair Hotel’s critically

acclaimed restaurant Quince, she is the
author of  six best-selling cookery books
and has graced our screens in numerous
prime time television cooking shows.

The phenomenon Silvena Rowe,
chef, TV personality and author is a blend
of  many different ingredients. Born in
Bulgaria on the Turkish border, her father’s
romantic, bohemian approach to life and
cooking was a seed that planted itself  firmly
in her soul, and a recent journey back to
her Eastern Mediterranean roots to explore
the gastronomy of  the Ottoman Empire
was the inspiration for her best-selling book
Purple Citrus and Sweet Perfume.

Silvena’s career has seen her cook for

London’s most discerning diners, from
royalty to rock star and her inspirational
cooking style also led to a role as food
consultant on David Cronenberg’s 2007
film Eastern Promises. Her infectious
personality regularly lights up our TV
screens and she is a regular on BBC’s
Saturday Kitchen. Silvena’s stunning looks,
outspoken opinions and outstanding culinary
skills have also been shared with the nation
on ITV’s This Morning, UKTV Food’s
Good Food Live and My Kitchen.

The authority on modern Eastern
Mediterranean cooking, Silvena’s approach is
bold, fragrant, sensual and above all, delicious.
Silvena can also be seen as celebrity chef
and judge on ABC’s Time Machine Chefs
and BBC’s Keep Cooking and Carry on. 

Q&A With Chef  Silvena Rowe

Question: When did you first know
you wanted to be a chef ? Answer:
I guess without realizing from very
early age, about 8, when I began
cooking for a snack even, rather than
having a simple sandwich. 

Q: What or who inspired you to
cook, etc.? A: My pure greed for
food. My father’s cooking and
amazing relationship with taste.
Anything he touched will be so
delicious. He was the best.

Q: Who is your favorite chef  of
all-time? A: Very difficult question
but there are two chefs whose food
I crave—Nobu san from Nobu, and
Andrew Carmellini from Locanda
Verde and the Dutch.

Q: What are your personal thoughts
about cooking, acting, etc.? A: Cooking
for me is about passion, imagination,
generosity. I love the appreciation when
I cook for others...still do as I did on the
very first day I cooked for people.

Q: Where do you see your acting
/chef  career taking you to next?
A: I would like to open a restaurant
with my food in Las Vegas, Los
Angeles or New York.

Q: Mac or PC? A: After years of
suffering on PC, I am finally on
Mac. A state of  mind change, but
so much for the better!

Q: Cake or Pie? A: Always cake!
Cake is sexy, alluring, exciting ohhh
soooo sweet! Pies even the best are
simply dull! I never eat or make
pies! Heavy and in need of  a
makeover...surely! 
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nticipation builds as a motley
assortment of  fans begin lining

up outside Charlotte’s Verizon
Wireless Amphitheater. Assembled to
celebrate Van’s Warped Tour’s 18th
year, hundreds of  young people
defy the summer heat to welcome a
compilation of  the decade’s finest
alternative music. As bands, designers,
security guards, and campaigners of
everything from politics to PETA,
mingle with the growing crowd, fans
count down for their turn to partake
in the annual celebration that is
Van’s Warped Tour. 

Since its start in 1994, the travel-
ing “punk rock summer camp” has
connected fans across the country
with a sprawling mecca of  alternative
subculture. Music, fashion, and tons
of  free stuff, Warped has it all, including
a stellar roster to keep this year’s cross-
country adventure going steady. The
2012 lineup boasts several seasoned
tour veterans including New Found

Glory, Taking Back Sunday, Yellow
Card, The Used, and Four Year
Strong. Larger acts are supported by
up and coming musicians including
North Carolina locals, Jonas Sees In
Color, as well as other established
performers; Pierce the Veil, Every
Time I Die, Memphis May Fire,
All Time Low and Mayday Parade.
A stylistic buffet, Warped Tour
showcases the talent and tenacity of
approximately 50 bands per date. 

Inside the gates, pop up stages,
merchandise tents, varying vendor
trucks, and sweaty rockers litter the
landscape. As Scott Smallin‘s photos
reveal, it is a scene of  epic chaos.
Attendants flock to the Kia Rio,
Monster, and Ernie Ball stages as
band after band continues to impress
those willing to overcome $5 water
bottles, potential heat exhaustion,
and deafening amplifiers for the sake
of  a good ol’ time. A forum not only
for progressive music but its respective

community as well, Warped Tour has
earned its position as the longest running
festival concert tour in American history,
reaching upwards of  500,000 fans
each summer. 

To further connect with several of
this year’s headlining artists check
out dotdotdotmag.com for a behind
the scenes look at Warped Tour
2012. In 3dot exclusive segments,
join Smallin as he catches exciting
interviews with the boys in Pierce
The Veil, Balyhoo!, Echo Movement,
and others while they discuss their
music, plans for the future, and personal
experiences on the road. Interviews
can easily be accessed via the 3dot
website, or by subscribing to the
YouTube channel, thefutureofart.

For additional updates on Warped
artists and other music exclusives, visit
the official tour website, vanswarped-
tour.com and be sure to “like.”

WRITER | Chelsea Rutledge

WARPED
T O U R  2 0 1 2...THROUGH THE LENS OF SCOTT SMALLIN

A  N E W  P E R S P E C T I V E
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http://youtu.be/SI19jEuxxXA
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http://youtu.be/x6BmnZ6mHGo
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h, I love Ethiopian food!” were the five
words directed at me from the one
and only Fred Schneider, co-founder

of  infamous new wave party rockers, B-52s.
I was working my day job in the

kitchen at local health food store, Bay Naturals,
and we were closing up. I noticed a group of
four men talking to a fellow employee, politely
being thrown out due to the fact we had already
closed. They were asking about other healthy
eating options around town so I interjected
to help. I then looked up in shock to see that
I was talking to the male portion of  the B-52s!
I told them how to get to a restaurant, and
politely sent them on their way. Then I said
to myself, “Wait! I could have just re-opened
the kitchen! After all, it is the B-freaking-52s!”
But they were long gone. Not only that, I realized
I sent them to a place that was a good 20 miles
away from the venue they were playing, and it was
only about two hours before show time. Duh!

I got off  work soon after and headed to the
show, while kicking myself  for not engaging
more and thinking: I should have pitched him
my television show idea, ‘Hangin’ With Fred.’
I should have asked them to hang out after
the show. I should have cooked them food,
etc. Even though I was too star-struck to
converse, I was still very happy to see the show.

I arrived at the House of  Blues and there
was already a good crowd there. Minutes later
the opening band, IAMDYNAMITE, a power
pop two-piece from Cary, North Carolina
(originally from Detroit) took the stage. They
were surprisingly heavy for a two-piece, but
catchy and quirky enough to feel at home
playing with the B-52s. IAMDYNAMITE is
definitely enjoying some success, having done
tours with Bush and Blue October, but this
seemed to be a better setting for them. Their

WRITER | Michael Wood
PHOTOGRAPHY | Scott Smallin
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style seemed to teeter between 90s alt rock
and blues influenced garage rock, but more
amped up, ending up like The Pixies and The
White Stripes doing blow together. They put
on a rather explosive show full of  audience
participation (mid song handclap breakdowns
and sing-alongs). They definitely got the audi-
ence warmed up.

Between bands, I’m noticing that B-52s are
now 10 minutes late. I’m instantly reminded
that I sent them to a place to eat that usually
takes about 2 hours and was 20 miles away.
So I’m thinking I made them late for the
show. Great! Ten minutes later they rushed
the stage and jumped straight into “Wig,”
Schneider yelping, “What’s that on your
head!” Instantly the place turned into a light-
hearted party and everyone there synced into
dance mode. Everyone on stage was armed
with bright colors and glitter. They kept the
theme with their early material and Schneider
took a step back and the girls took the lead
with “Mesopotamia” and “Give Me Back
My Man,” and both Kate Pierson and Cindy
Wilson shined.

As Schneider returned to the stage they

made some hilarious banter making fun of
Myrtle Beach, commenting on all the beach
wear stores and their love of  taffy. They then
went into the title track of  their newest album,
“Funplex,” where there is a shout along chorus
of  “Too much sex!” At this point, the constant
party that seemed to be happening on stage
was just near anarchy. They went on to do a
few more new songs before performing hits
like “Roam” and “52 Girls.” Of  course, the
crowd loved the hits but the impressive thing
about the B-52s is that their new material is
just as powerful as their early material. They
had a stirring ending with a rambunctious
version of  “Love Shack.” A near perfect
encore, “Planet Claire” and “Rock Lobster”
ended the night.

B-52s still have it. And, they aren’t just a
nostalgia act. Having new hip bands like
IAMDYNAMITE open, and having new
material that doesn’t scream “it’s time to go
get a drink” proves them to be a thriving and
notable band, and they are doing a great job
at keeping the party going, and show no signs
of  slowing “down, dowwwn, dowwwn.”  END



http://youtu.be/_5nwgztPoDs
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riginally from Detroit, Michigan,
Chris Van Dahl first started

making a name for himself  at the
ripe old age of  11. Almost immediately
after reaching double digits, Van Dahl
began assembling neighborhood kids in
local basements where a motley group
would hold band practice.

“I grew up in a place where there
wasn’t much to do but music,” says the
born-to-be rocker on his early years as
a musician.

Initially Van Dahl held aspirations of
playing guitar in his neighborhood band;
however, upon coming to the realization
that he “sucked at that,” Van Dahl was
thrust behind the microphone — a
position where he still finds himself
most comfortable today. 

As Van Dahl’s vocal skills progressed,
he slowly began to make his way out of
suburban basements and into the spotlight
of  local bars where he played with a
Circuit cover band, Tricks Banshee.

Eventually, after a brief  stint with
Tricks Banshee, Van Dahl left the group
and moved to Los Angeles where he
formed the underground Glam Metal act,
Cherry Street, with the help of  Tom Mathers
(Parrish records) in the early 1990’s.

Although Cherry Street was eventually
picked up by JRS/BMG records following
the devolvement of  the L.A. glam rock
music scene, the group split and Van Dahl
brought his talent to L.A. Guns in 1995,
before ever releasing an album with
Cherry Street.

During his time with L.A. Guns,
Van Dahl recorded vocals on the band’s
1996 release, American Hardcore, and
accompanied the band on its promotional
tour before calling it quits in 1997.

Following his estrangement from L.A.
Guns, Van Dahl experimented with
short-lived side projects such as Love/
Hate and The Vow but still found little
success. Growing frustrated with the
“bureaucracy, bullshit, and red-tape”
lining the industry, Van Dahl decided to
take a break from the music scene and
make a drastic move back to Michigan.

“Even moving to the edge of  the planet,
trying to get away from what it is I do, I
found myself  doing it,” says Van Dahl.

After several years on a 500-acre spread,
literally living in the woods cracking carrots
and feeding deer out his back window,
Van Dahl decided it was time to give the
music industry another go.

In early 2000, he joined forces with
former Kid Rock guitarist, Ken Olson,
and began a project known as Pack of

Wolves. Around the same time, Van Dahl
began commencing work on the debut
album for Pack of  Wolves, he received a
phone call from Neal Shelton inviting him
to join an Aerosmith Tribute band, PUMP. 

Although Van Dahl was initially hesitant
to commit to PUMP, he found himself
persuaded by Shelton, and, after a bit of
negotiation he opted to revamp the lineup,
switch the group name to Aeromyth and
spearhead the former PUMP group under
the premise that “this band wants to be
the greatest Aerosmith Tribute band that’s
ever existed.”

Once Van Dahl’s changes were imple-
mented, Aeromyth went from playing $50
a night gigs to $15k corporate shows all
over the world, propelling the group into
stardom. After several successful years on
the road, Van Dahl brought the act to
Las Vegas where he later left to join The
Jimmy Crespo Project with Aerosmith’s
Jimmy Crespo.

While performing with the Jimmy
Crespo Project, Van Dahl was offered a
position as Steven Tyler in the Vegas
Show, Legends in Concert. Van Dahl
accepted the opportunity and has been
performing with Legends for more than a
year. In addition to working with Legends,
Van Dahl has also begun work on a book
discussing his life, work, and professional
experiences impersonating Steven Tyler.

“It’s not just what I do, it’s who I am,”
says Van Dahl.

To catch Van Dahl live in concert check
out http://www.legendsinconcert.com/
performers/chris-van-dahl-steven-tyler/,
and be sure to stay tuned to the 3dot YouTube
channel, thefutureofart, for exclusive interviews
with Van Dahl himself.

BEHIND THE SCENES OF 

CHRIS VAN DAHL’S

SECONDLIFE
“THAT’S THE GREAT THING ABOUT LIFE… DO OVERS…” 

END

http://www.legendsinconcert.com/
http://youtu.be/_5nwgztPoDs
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ind a more genuine, harder working musician than
Tyler Boone. Actually, just go ahead and give up 

because it is not going to happen. Growing up in
the Lowcountry, Boone first became enamored with
the subculture of  Charleston’s punk/metal scene, before
eventually expanding his musical palette to  include
the blues/pop-laced influences that are sprinkled through
out his more recent releases. Boone released his debut
EP, A New Start, in 2011 and on October 9, 2012
will be releasing his first King City Records full-length,
Changing Pace, which demonstrates a unified, confident
sound that can only come from a heavy dose of  touring
and a band that has become comfortable exploring the
boundaries of  their collective sound. Opening up for
such acts as Edwin McCain, Danielle Howle, Mark
Bryan from Hootie and the Blowfish and even Elise
Testone, Boone is well on his way to becoming a major
act himself.

Q&A With Tyler Boone

Question: When did you first know you wanted to be a
musician/artist? 
Answer: I first knew I wanted to be a musician when 
I heard Blink-182 on MTV on a school field trip
to Myrtle Beach, South Carolina, when I was in the
eighth grade. “Feeling This” was blasting and I was just
amazed at who and what guitar players were and what
they did. I went from punk, metal garage bands and
eventually landed into the rock-blues-singer/songwriter
genre when I made it to college.

Q: When and where was your first paid gig?
A: My first paid gig was actually in Myrtle Beach. I
was in this hard rock/Christian rock band called The
CarbonAudio Effect and I booked us at MagiQuest at
Broadway at The Beach. We were asked to do it, and
we went on the road. It was very different but yet so
exciting because the deal was to go into the studio
early that day, record one tune for a “MagiQuest”
compilation record and then head to MagiQuest and
play a set. The live session recording never made it out
for two reasons...it was horrible and then we lost the
CD when it came in the mail. We still got paid at the
end of  the night and put up in a hotel. We used that
check to buy our band a brand new drum-set. Honestly,
it was the weirdest gig but the most taken care of  gig
my whole musical career. I’ll never forget it.

Q: What or who inspires you and your art?
A: What inspires me as an artist is always a hard question
to answer when anyone asks. When I write music, a
guitar lick or a lyric, it’s usually spontaneous but when
something grabs me and gets my full attention, it’s
something completely different. It’s always something
major and important going on in my life when I write
a song that I hold on to. 

LOWCOUNTRY 
MUSICIAN 

TYLER BOONE 
WORKING 

HARD
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Q: Who is your favorite artist of  all-time and why?
A: My favorite artist of  all time would have to be somewhat of  a controversy even for me. John Mayer was
not always an artist that I looked to for inspiration nor did I even listen to his music, but when I was 18
years old and a senior in high school, my father bought me the “2007 Eric Clapton Crossroads” DVD and
tried to get me into the blues. I wasn’t so keen on it, but I gave it a chance. I brought that DVD with me
everywhere...my friends’ houses to listen to, on vacation, and even at home I would watch it into the late
night. There is one track on there called “City Love” by John Mayer and he opens up with an amazing yet
simple jam going off  the riff  of  a Jimi Hendrix tune, “Machine Gun.” I immediately became intrigued
and fell in love with the tone and the concept that you don’t need waves of  Marshall amps and blistering
distortion to move people. And the SRV (Stevie Ray Vaughn) looking strat he was playing on stage...I fell
in love with. On my high school graduation day, my father bought me an American Fender Strat with the
same tortoise shell pick guard and from then on I was in love and didn’t look back and pursued the blues.
John Mayer may get some flack for being a top 40 “pop” artist but he is so intelligent to bring the blues to
the modern age with people. He is able to captivate an audience that has no idea what they are getting
themselves into when they go to a live show of  his. For me, his guitar playing is key, and then his song
writing incorporated with his playing is second. He’s on the same side of  the music scene with legends
such as Clapton, “Double-Trouble” from Stevie Ray Vaughn, Buddy Guy, B.B King, Dereck Trucks,
Doyle Bramhall II, and the many others that join the Crossroad festivals.

Q: Do you use technology creating your music and details?
A: I do not use technology to make my music live, but I do use a simple garage-band set up to lay down
simple demo ideas before going into the studio to get a better idea of  arrangements, structures, melodies
and guitar lines. I am huge on promotions and without the Internet, social media and all the other medias
of  connecting with people. When I am not sitting there writing a song or booking a gig, I am on my laptop
until the early hours of  the morning finding people and platforms to promote myself, my music and myself
as a brand. Musicians have no idea how powerful the Internet is for us and we need to embrace it and be
grateful for it.

Q: What are your personal thoughts about the future of  music?
A: The future of  music is going to be something so tangible for fans in the near future, that no one would
ever expect it to be this personable if  they grew up back in the day when rock ‘n’ roll first came out of
someone’s speakers. You can already get live updates from bands and musicians via text, Twitter, Facebook,
and from so many other apps coming out, just give us another 10 years and there is going to be something
even bigger for musicians to use and people to connect with. The use of  technology has made music so
personable for people, it’s unreal. Records aren’t making musicians any money today and down the road
I’m pretty certain that will still be the same case, but record’s will soon be just a vital promotional tool and
bands will just be happy to give it away for free just to be able to compete with all the other music you can
discover online for free. The future of  music is something every musician needs to stay on top on to stay ahead.

Q: Where do you see your career taking you to next?
A: My music career has already been going so fast since my first record release “A New Start” in 2011, I
cannot wait for this second record Changing Pace to drop October 9th. Working and having the opportunity
to open for such individuals as Mark Bryan from Hootie and the Blowfish, Elise Testone, Edwin McCain,
Danielle Howle and producers who have worked side by side with people such as Timbaland, Jay-Z, Chris
Cornell, Eric Hutchinson, Shinedown, Royal Teeth and William Fitzsimmons, it just makes you more
humble and appreciative of  where my music career has taken me at the age of  22. I am hoping by the
time I am 25 or 26 I will have made many more records, have had many successful tours and met some
more amazing people. The sky is the limit and I won’t stop playing music until the day I leave this earth. I
love what I do and won’t ever stop.

Tyler Boone’s New Release Available Online
Changing Pace to be released digitally October 9th on King City Records is dedicated to Tyler Boone’s
manager, the late Johnny Diamond of  Charleston, South Carolina, who died suddenly in 2011. Release
parties are slated for October 11 at Midtown Bar and Grill in Charleston with Sun-Dried Vibes. Doors
open at 8 p.m. with the show at 10 p.m. and there’s no cover charge. Then on October 13, the Sun-Dried
Vibes join Boone again at The Tin Roof  (vista) in Columbia, South Carolina. Doors open at 7 p.m. with
the show at 8 p.m. Again no cover charge. END
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LAMB 
OF GOD
ANNOUNCES U.S.
TOUR WITH SYLOSIS
AND IN FLAMES

After a successful reunion with singer Randy Blythe at
the two Knotfest shows in mid-August, Lamb of  God has
announced a 38-date fall U.S tour starting October 30 in
Phoenix, Arizona.  Joining Lamb of  God as direct support
for the  entire tour is In Flames. Hatebreed will be joining
the package from October 30 until November 19 at which
point HELLYEAH will replace them for the remainder of
the shows. British band Sylosis will open all dates. 

The tour will be the first U.S tour in support of  the
band’s CD, “Resolution,” which debuted at No. 3 upon
its release in January, and will be the last tour dates of
2012. Tickets for the tour will go on sale the weekend of
September 21.

TOUR DATES...
Tue/Oct-30     
Phoenix, AZ @ Comerica Theater     
Wed/Oct-31    
Los Angeles, CA @ TBA      
Thu/Nov-01     
Las Vegas, NV @ House of  Blues
Sat/Nov-03      
Lubbock, TX @ Lonestar Pavilion    
Sun/Nov-04     
San Antonio, TX @ Sunken Garden 
Mon/Nov-05    
Oklahoma City @ Diamond Ballroom
Wed/Nov-07    
St. Louis, MO @ Pageant      
Thu/Nov-08     
Indianapolis, IN @ Egyptian Room  
Fri/Nov-09      
Milwaukee, WI @ Eagles Ballroom  
Sat/Nov-10      
St. Paul, MN @ Myth            
Mon/Nov-12   
Louisville, KY @ Expo Five             
Wed/Nov-14   
Stroudsburg, PA @ Sherman Theater
Fri/Nov-16      
New York, NY @ Roseland 
Sat/Nov-17      
Silver Spring, MD @ Fillmore            
Mon/Nov-19   
Orlando, FL @ House of  Blues         
Tue/Nov-20     
Atlanta, GA @ Tabernacle    
Wed/Nov-21   
Charlotte, NC @ Fillmore                 
Fri/Nov-23      
Wallingford, CT @ Oakdale Theater
Sat/Nov-24      
Philadelphia, PA @ Electric Factory 

Sun/Nov-25     
Boston, MA @ House of  Blues         
Mon/Nov-26   
Niagara Falls, NY @ Rapids Theater
Tue/Nov-27     
Pittsburgh, PA @ Stage AE  
Wed/Nov-28   
Richmond, VA @ The National 
Fri/Nov-30      
Chicago, IL @ Congress Ballroom    
Sat/Dec-01      
Detroit, MI @ State Theater  
Sun/Dec-02     
Columbus, OH @ LC Pavilion
(no HELLYEAH)
Mon/Dec-03    
Grand Rapids, MI @ Orbit Room     
Tue/Dec-04     
Des Moines, IA @ Val Air Ballroom
Thu/Dec-06     
Houston, TX @ Bayou Music Center
Fri/Dec-07       
Dallas, TX @ Palladium Ballroom    
Sat/Dec-08      
Kansas City, MO @ Uptown Theater
Mon/Dec-10    
Denver, CO @ Fillmore         
Tue/Dec-11     
Farmington, NM @ McGhee Park
Thu/Dec-13     
San Francisco, CA @ Warfield         
Fri/Dec-14       
Medford, OR @ Medford Armory   
Sat/Dec-15      
Spokane, WA @ Knitting Factory    
Sun/Dec-16     
Seattle, WA @ Showbox SODO 

END
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SHIT OUT OF LUCK
WRITER | Rob Grissom

The Wilmington, North Carolina-based hardcore punk, thrash band Shit Out of  Luck (S.O.L.), formed in 2009, and are veterans
of  the industry and the local scene of  the Port City. Keith Wrench, wailing on guitar, has definitely paid his dues in the unapologetic
music industry playing with local legends Betrayer, All Tore Up and Faceloss, and is on a personal mission to bring S.O.L. to the
forefront of  the genre. With band mates Mike Boone on bass and vox, who has performed with Sourvein, Betrayer, and Faceloss,
and the addition of  ex-Sans Sobriety, 30 Deep and Second Thoughts drummer Brad Ellington busting the skins and vox…these
musicians are focused and kickin’ some ass. Their loud, hard and heavy guitar driven sound is reminiscent of  the “old school punk”
days with Ellington and Boone’s screaming vocals sharing the spotlight. The S.O.L. boys have offered two self-released albums that
shine with pure punk aggression and angst-filled lyrics aiming straight at political and societal issues of  the day… and they take no
prisoners! Leaving their past in the dust, the newly formed Shit Out of  Luck are determined to flex their thrash muscles and take
charge of  their own destiny…one venue at a time. Check out their new EP “Bogside” at  and their cool merch at  or catch them live
October 2 at The Soapbox, opening for SkeletonWitch, in Wilmington and be prepared for an old-fashioned mosh pit! END

http://youtu.be/TYKATdro2Bo
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COLLIDE WITH THE SKY
PIERCE THE VEIL PAUSES BEFORE TAKING FLIGHT

WRITER | Chelsea Rutledge
PHOTOGRAPHY | Adam Elmakias

slow-fading instrumental opens and a
roughly audible Vic Fuentes begins
to sing. Layers of  static dissipate

and the overture gains momentum. Fuentes
cries, “This is the street youth rising up!”
The beat drops and Pierce The Veil’s
latest album, “Collide With The Sky,”
is unleashed. 

What began as two brothers playing
loud music in San Diego basements,
Pierce the Veil (P.T.V) has since progressed
into one of  the most celebrated American
experimental rock music acts to date. The
quartet is led by singer/guitarist/key-
boardist Vic Fuentes, accompanied by
drummer Mike Fuentes, bassist Jamie
Preciado, and Tony Perry on lead guitar.
Since its arrival on the hard-core scene in
2006, fans have reveled in the band’s
uniquely melodic guitar riffs, up-tempo
beats, and dynamic vocals. After being

signed to Equal Vision Records and
experiencing immense success with their
debut album, A Flair For the Dramatic,
along with the compelling sophomore
follow-up, Selfish Machines, the P.T.V
boys now celebrate their strongest work
yet on their first release with Fearless
Records, Collide With the Sky. Since its
arrival in mid-July, Collide With the Sky,
has sold upwards of  27,000 copies, and
earned the boys their first headlining UK
tour. No strangers to life on the road, Vic,
Mike, Jamie, and Tony have embarked on
more than 20 tours (including three years
on Vans Warped Tour) since the bands
start six years ago.

During their most recent run on
Warped Tour, Scott Smallin caught a
chance to sit down with the Fuentes
brothers and Jamie as they talked about
the tour, plans for the future, and what
was on the menu for dinner. 

“We’re gonna go from main-stage at
Warped to little, packed rooms. It’s

going to be awesome,” said Jamie in
regards to the transition from national to
international shows. 

With the latter half  of  September
booked at nightclubs across the UK and
already several sold-out dates appearing
on the calendar, awesomeness certainly
seems to lay in wait for P.T.V... and, it’s
well deserved. After catching a glimpse of
the band at Warped Tour, it is no wonder
thousands of  fans are drawn to the band’s
rock ‘n’ roll spectacle. A set filled with
passion, talent, and intensity -- the Collide
With the Sky tour is one you surely don’t
want to miss. 

 To keep up with future music exclusives
and learn more about Pierce the Veil,
check out Scott Smallin’s full interview
on the 3 Dot website (3dotmag.com) or
via the YouTube channel, thefutureofart.
For additional US and UK tour dates,
visit the P.T.V website or “like” the 
official Facebook page.  END

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=x6BmnZ6mHGo
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WRITER | Rob Grissom

Gollum is an innovative, progressive metal band from Wilmington, North Carolina, founded in 1998 by guitarist Frank Stroehmer
and his brother, bassist Serge Stroehmer. The siblings recruited drummer Seth Long and vocalist Shawn Corbett. Their style of
music is somewhat difficult to categorize as the Cape Fear area boys have developed a sound of  their own. The tunes are oddly
structured with a snarling vocal approach with mysterious lyrics…but they somehow draw the listener in with an ominous curiosity
to see their next move. They use no hooks or choruses, just loud, hard-ass guitars with intriguing aggressive progressions with a
pure metal tone. The 2009 release of  The Core was highlighted by guest vocal appearances by Bloodlet and Suicide & Hope Scott
Angelacos, Dave “Dixie” Collins of  the legendary Weedeater, and Randy Blythe with Lamb of  God. The album landed Gollum a
spot at the 2009 Mayhem Music Festival, which was received with high critical acclaim. Go check ‘em out at  or catch them on
stage at The Soapbox in Wilmington on October 2 opening for SkeletonWitch. END

http://youtu.be/YOT8a9xqmiQ
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PREDECESSOR
WRITER | Rob Grissom

The Cape Fear area bad boys of  Predecessor have been through some lineup changes and the current incarnation is geared-up 
to take on the metal world. The powerful vocals of  Kyle Watts, accompanied by Zach Rogers and Josh Snow on guitars, Chris
Wood on bass, and McKenzie Bell pounding the skins launching these artists into the spotlight of  the rejuvenated Wilmington
metal scene. They released Learning to Suffer in 2010 and have not looked back. In 2012, Predecessor is offering a tease to the
head bangers with the home recorded spectacular tracks of  “Skin Deep” and “Bleed Out” and plan to release more as they are
completed. Watt’s guttural vocal style blends perfectly with Rogers’ high volume aggressive chord progressions and meticulous
structured arrangements. These musicians have what it takes to carry them far in the music industry. Be on the lookout for new
tunes and turn the volume up to 11 and break off  the knob. Check out their tunes on YouTube channel PredecessorBand or
see them live when you can…they put on a helluva show! END

http://youtu.be/5oOIeYIN8KI


American
Cancer
Society 

Breast cancer is about 100 times less common among men than among women. For men, the lifetime risk of getting
breast cancer is about 1 in 1,000. The number of breast cancer cases in men relative to the population has been fairly

stable over the last 30 years. The prognosis (outlook) for men with breast cancer was once thought to be worse than
that for women, but recent studies have not found this to be true. In fact, men and women with the same stage of breast
cancer have a fairly similar outlook for survival. A breast cancer is a malignant tumor that starts from cells of the breast.
A malignant tumor is a group of cancer cells that may grow into (invade) surrounding tissues or spread (metastasize) to

distant areas of the body. Breast cancer occurs mainly in women, but men can get it, too. Many people do not realize
that men have breast tissue and that they can develop breast cancer...

This year, about 2,190 new cases of invasive
breast cancer will be diagnosed among men
and about 410 men will die from breast cancer.

BREAST
CANCER 
IN MEN?
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